Common diffusion trapping models for modeling hydrogen transport in metals are limited to traps with single de-trapping energies and a saturation occupancy of one.
I. INTRODUCTION
The commonly accepted picture of hydrogen H in metals like Fe 7 or W 11 (endothermal solution of H) is that H is stored partially as solute in tetrahedral or octahedral sites and partially in defects. In the latter it is considered trapped and immobile until it de-traps into a solute site and continues to diffuse according to Fick's second law. The traps have fixed binding energies, different for each trap type and do not depend on the occupancy level of hydrogen in the trap 7, 8, 11 . The de-trapping step is thermally activated and is usually described by an Arrhenius type expression. This picture is very successful in describing experiments where hydrogen is loaded into the material by ion implantation 9, 11 . In these experiments typically the sample is loaded at low temperature where little to no de-trapping occurs.
Then the depth profile of the implanted H, which decorates the trap sites, is measured and thus an estimate of the total trap site concentration in the material is obtained. Finally the sample is degassed with a linear heating ramp and the release rate of H is recorded, yielding a thermal desorption spectra (TDS). The TDS contains information on the different de-trapping activation energies and on the relative abundances of the different trap types.
After modeling both the implantation and the TDS measurement with diffusion trapping codes one can infer a set of de-trapping energies and the trap site concentration depth profile. Using this information predictions can be made on how the material retains hydrogen species for instance as part of the fuel cycle in a magnetic confinement fusion experiment with metal walls 9 . From these experiments and modeling calculations it was concluded, that H is immobilized once trapped at a defect at low temperatures and can only be removed from the material by heating until significant de-trapping into the solute occurred. Net transport of H only occurs via diffusion when it is part of the solute population.
Recent experiments 10 have shown that removal from trap sites is also possible at low temperatures where in the classic diffusion trapping picture no relevant de-trapping should occur at all. In these low temperature experiments W samples were initially loaded by ion implantation with Deuterium (D) and then subsequently implanted with H. In the classic diffusion trapping model all traps up to a certain diffusion limited depth are filled during the initial loading with D. Therefore the subsequently implanted H should just diffuse past these filled traps and be trapped beyond the initial depth profile deeper in the bulk. However the experiment showed that there was strong isotope exchange starting at the surface until way beyond the implantation range. This means that there is a process which allows newly implanted H to exchange with already trapped D which is not possible by Arrhenius type, thermally activated, de-trapping with fixed de-trapping energies as assumed in the classic diffusion trapping picture.
Here we propose a new diffusion trapping model based on fill level dependent de-trapping energies. The idea is that every trap site (e.g. mono vacancy) can store a certain number of hydrogen atoms and that the de-trapping energy de-crases with fill level. That means that above a certain fill level it is no longer energetically favorable to bind more hydrogen 
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The idea is to describe the fill level dependent trapping using the same basic principles as in conventional diffusion trapping models 7, 11 . Diffusion follows Fick's second law and trapping is controlled by Arrhenius type pre-factors. The main difference is how trapping and de-trapping into/from different fill levels is coupled. The coupling to the solute diffusion equations is essentially identical to that in current diffusion trapping models.
In contrast to current diffusion trapping models this model describes not the concentration of trapped H-atoms in a given trap type, but the concentration of H-atoms trapped in traps of a particular type and fill level.
The description of the model starts with expressions for the change in the number of particles before moving to concentrations.
The model is formulated for the general case of different trap types ti (e.g. Mono-vancies, dislocations etc.). However current calculations of the fill level dependence of the de-trapping energies are limited to simple Mono-vacancies. Therefore the example calculations are generally limited to a single ti = 1. Still the ability of the model (or more accurately the code that implements it) to handle multiple trap types is demonstrated in an ad-hoc fit of experimental data in section IV.
A. Model for mono-isotopic case
The model describes the evolution of the number ε ti k of H-atoms trapped in traps of type ti filled to level k. ε ti k changes due to two basic processes:
• Trapping of a solute atom into a trap of type ti filled to level k-1 increases ε ti k and correspondingly decreases ε These two processes result in a tight coupling between time evolution of adjacent trap fill levels.
The trapping rate χ ti k (x, t) (s −1 ) at a position x and time t of a solute H-atom into a trap of fill level k is proportional to:
• The number of solute atoms in lattice sites n s (x, t) a location x at time t
• The probability P ti k−1 (x, t) that a neighboring site is a non saturated trap site with fill level k-1
• The success rate β(T ) (s −1 ) of jumping one lattice distance a 0 (m) into the adjacent trap site
is determined by ratio of the number of traps of type ti that are filled to level k-1 (ϕ ti k−1 (x, t)) to the total number of unoccupied sites (trap + solute = Ω). β(T ) is derived from the solute diffusion coefficient invoking "Einsteins-Relation". This results in eq. 1 for
In an average over a large ensemble of atoms ϕ ti k−1 (x, t) is simply given as the average of the trap occupancy ε ti k−1 as in eq. 2.
Eq. 2 is only valid for k > 1 since the number of traps of type ti with fill level 0 (i.e. empty traps) has to be handled separately. It can not be derived from their average occupancy which is zero by definition. Their number is derived from the total number N ti of traps of type ti and from the values for ϕ ti k (x, t) with k > 0 as in eq. 3 i.e. it simply equals the number of remaining unfilled traps.
k ti M ax = Maximum fill level of trap type ti Basically eq. 3 describes the saturation of the system of traps with a certain maximum occupancy.
The de-trapping rate ψ ti k (x, t) from traps of type ti filled to level k is given by a simple Arrhenius type equation as in eq. 4 
The total number of free sites Ω in eq. 1 can be written as in eq. 6 as the sum of free solute sites and free trap sites. Based on the approximate value for Ω in the limit of low site occupancy eq. 5 can be rewritten in terms of concentrations by dividing both sides of the equation by N Atoms as in eq. 7
The explicit dependencies on time t and location x have been omitted in eq. 7 for clarity.
Eq. 7 can now be coupled to the solute diffusion transport equation (Fick's second law) as shown in eq. 8
The only difference in eq. 8 to conventional diffusion trapping codes (see e.g. 11 ) is the additional sum over the different fill levels.
Based on eq. 7 and eq. 8 the diffusion in a system with n-traps can be simulated by one partial differential equation (PDE) for the diffusive transport plus ∑ N traps ti=1 k ti M ax ordinary differential equations (ODE) for the trapping / de-trapping dynamics.
B. Model for isotope exchange case
The approach outlined in section II A for the mono-isotopic case can be extended to also include two isotopes which then allows to model isotope exchange experiments. In the following the concepts and equations are developed for isotope A without loss of generality. 
Analogous to the mono-isotopic case the trapping χ ti m,k (x, t) and de-trapping ψ ti m,k (x, t) rates for isotope m in trap type ti at fill level k can be written as in eq. 10.
The weighing factors that describe how χ 
Similarly it decreases concentration of atoms of type A at level k-1 by: 
Similarly it increases the concentration of atoms of type A at level k-1 by:
This means that the de-trapping of A and B converts a fraction of the traps with fill level k, moving the atoms already stored there (according to their fractional occupancy) minus the newly de-trapped atoms (lost to the solute) to level k-1.
Based on eq. 11 to 14 the time evolution of the trapped concentration C ti m,k can now be written similarly to eq. 7 but including the different weighing factors.
When inserting eq. 10 into 15 the sum C 
III. TEST CALCULATIONS WITHOUT DIFFUSION
To better understand the difference between the classic diffusion trapping model and the here presented fill level dependent trapping it is instructive to compare the two approaches in 0D without solute diffusive transport. This can be readily achieved by removing the spacial dependence in eq. 7 and 15 and by imposing a certain time evolution of the solute concentration, thus mimicking the uptake and out-diffusion of solute from a surface.
To compare the result of the classic diffusion trapping model, with the results from the fill level dependent model, an equivalent set of classic trapping equations has to be setup. 
A. Mono-isotopic case
For the mono isotopic case the corresponding 0D trapping equations to solve for the classic diffusion trapping model (see e.g.
11 ) are summarized in eq. 16. The resulting evolution of the trapped concentration for the classic model based on eq.
16 is shown in Fig. 2 . As expected, as the solute is increased (left part of Fig. 2 ) the three traps are all filled to a level determined by the ratio of trapping to de-trapping. Therefore the shallowest trap E 1 3 is not entirely filled i.e. the trapped concentration is significantly less than η 1 . As the solute source is decreasing (right part of Fig. 2) , the de-trapping from the trap sites is no longer compensated by trapping from the solute and net loss of atoms occurs, the faster the lower their trapping energy.
It should be noted that at low enough temperatures no de-trapping would occur at all i.e. all the trapped concentration would stay constant even after the solute level is decreased to 0.
For the fill level dependent trapping model based on eq. 7 the result of the test calculation is shown in Fig. 3 .
In contrast to the classic model the different fill levels (corresponding to single traps in the classic case) are not all fully populated but are filled in stages: First the k = 1 level is filled as long as the solute concentration is low then as more solute is available and becomes trapped the k = 1 level is destroyed and converted into level k = 2 which finally as the traps saturate is converted to level k = 3. This conversion from k = 2 to k = 3 is only partial since due to the low de-trapping energy E 1 3 there is steady loss from k = 3 which in turn populates level k = 2. When the solute is decreased this afore described sequence is reversed and the level depopulate starting from k = 3 ending with depopulation of level k = 1.
While this stepwise populating and depopulating of levels in the fill level dependent trapping model at first looks very different from the classic picture, looking at the total amount stored in the traps in Fig. 4 shows that the over all difference is small. The principal shape of the two curves and thus the effective time scales are identical. The only difference is a slightly lower total amount in the fill level dependent case. This is due to the fact that most atoms are stored at the highest fill level (see also Fig. 3 ) which has the highest de-trapping rate and thus an equilibrium concentration C T 1,3 which is lower than the maximum value of k 1 M ax (≡ 3) × η 1 . This is in contrast to the equivalent classic model which contains most of its atoms in traps at E 
B. Isotope exchange case
For the isotope exchange case the corresponding classic diffusion trapping model is summarized in eq. 17. Again only the equations for isotope A are shown the corresponding equations for isotope B follow readily as before. classic picture isotope exchange is only possible at temperature where traps present in the sample de-trap the retained atoms, which is in contrast to recent experimental data.
For the fill level dependent trapping model based on eq. 15 the result of the test calculation is shown in Fig. 7 . Similar to the mono isotopic case the different levels in the fill level essentially identical except for slightly different time scales: The fill level dependent model depletes slightly faster due to a higher de-trapping rate when all atoms are stored in the highest fill level which has the lowest de-trapping energy.
It should be noted that in the 0D treatment the exchanged isotope A is immediately lost from the sample whereas in reality it would add to C A S (t) and be potentially re-trapped. The combined effect of trapping and diffusion will be treated in section IV.
IV. COMPARISON TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA
As explained in section III the main difference between the new fill level dependent model and the classic diffusion-trapping picture is expected in isotope exchange experiments.
Therefore experimental data from a D/H implantation experiment similar to 10 trapped states at a given temperature. "Active" thereby refers to trapped states where there is significant net loss by de-trapping that is not compensated by trapping from the surrounding solute. This is in contrast to "static" trapped states from which, at a given temperature, there is no de-trapping. This can be made more quantitative based on the equilibrium solution of eq. 16 which yields the trapped concentration C T,Eq in equilibrium with a given solute concentration C S . As shown in eq. 18 the relative fill level (ratio of trapped concentration to trap site concentration) is determined by the relative magnitude
all trap sites are filled independent on C S whereas if
only a fraction of sites are filled due to significant net loss from the traps by de-trapping.
In In addition to the trap profile and trap energetics the source distribution S M (x) (see e.g. eq.
8) of isotope M has to be chosen according to the implantation conditions. S M (x) is well described by a Gauss shaped profile with its center at the mean projected range R P and a 
FIG. 11. Time evolution of D and H flux in the calculation
The implantation experiment can thus be divided into three phases:
• Loading: During the initial D implantation the traps in the sample are loaded with D.
• Degas: During the waiting period some net de-trapping from shallow trap states occurs and most of the solute is lost from the sample by outgassing.
• Isotope exchange: Finally the sample is implanted with H replenishing the fill level in the shallow trap states resulting in gradual isotope exchange of D by H.
The results of the full calculation (eq. 15 plus coupling to the solute transport via eq. 8) of all three phases is shown in Fig. 12 for the Ferro de-trapping energies and in Fig. 13 
V. SUMMARY
The recent experimental finding of isotope exchange during ion implantation experiments at low temperatures in W can not be explained by classic diffusion trapping models since they predict hydrogen to be "frozen" in their trapped state at these temperatures. 
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